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Abstract 

This demonstration introduces the use of orchestrated media devices and object-

based broadcasting to create immersive spatial audio experiences. Mobile 

phones, tablets, and laptops are synchronised to a common media timeline and 

contribute one or more individually delivered audio objects to the overall mix. A 

rule set for assigning objects to devices was developed through a trial 

production—a 13-minute audio drama called The Vostok-K Incident. The same 

timing model as in HbbTV2.0 media synchronisation is used, and future work 

could augment linear television broadcasts or create novel interactive audio-

visual experiences for multiple users. The demonstration will allow delegates to 

connect their mobile phones to the system. A unique mix is created based on the 

number and selected locations of connected devices. 

 

 

This document was originally published in the Adjunct Proceedings of TVX 2019, 

Salford, UK. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8175281.v1. 

As of publication, the demonstration described is available to view online at 

https://vostok.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/. 
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Abstract
This demonstration introduces the use of orchestrated me-
dia devices and object-based broadcasting to create immer-
sive spatial audio experiences. Mobile phones, tablets, and
laptops are synchronised to a common media timeline and
contribute one or more individually delivered audio objects
to the overall mix. A rule set for assigning objects to devices
was developed through a trial production—a 13-minute au-
dio drama called The Vostok-K Incident. The same timing
model as in HbbTV2.0 media synchronisation is used, and
future work could augment linear television broadcasts or
create novel interactive audio-visual experiences for multi-
ple users. The demonstration will allow delegates to con-
nect their mobile phones to the system. A unique mix is
created based on the number and selected locations of
connected devices.
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Introduction
Media experiences are increasingly taking place on mobile
devices—either as the main device or as a secondary de-
vice being used at the same time. The Internet of Things
offers ever more connectable devices, many with media
playback capabilities. Device orchestration is the concept of
using these diverse devices to create or augment an immer-
sive media experience.

Current immersive audio experiences in the home rely on
channel-based delivery matched to common reproduction
systems, such as stereo or 5.1 surround loudspeaker con-
figurations. However, only 11.5% of users in the UK report
having a surround system, according to a recent survey by
Cieciura et al. [1]. Alternatively, headphones can be used to
reproduce binaural audio, but this is limited to a single lis-
tener, and wearing headphones is not always appropriate.

This demonstration introduces a new approach that uses a
web-based framework alongside object-based audio (see
sidebar) to deliver immersive audio with commodity mobile
devices. Listeners can connect their mobile phones and
select a location; their device becomes part of the sound
system and plays appropriate content. A trial production (a
short audio drama) was used to motivate the development
of the system, providing requirements for an orchestration
ruleset, accuracy of synchronisation, and the user interface.

Prior work

Audio in object-based
broadcasting

Object-based broadcasting is
the idea of storing the media
assets that constitute a pro-
gramme alongside metadata
that describe how those as-
sets should be assembled.
This enables flexible ren-
dering; for example, content
might be modified to suit the
reproduction device, the user
preferences, or for interactive
or variable length applica-
tions. In object-based audio,
the objects are the different
sound sources from the mix,
and the metadata gener-
ally include details such as
position and level (but may
also include more detailed
semantic descriptions [10]).

Synchronised second-screen applications for television
broadcasts have been enabled by the development of Hy-
brid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV 2.0). Previous demon-
strations focused on textual or visual content, although al-
ternative audio tracks (such as audio description or direc-
tor’s commentary) have also been shown [9].

Mobile phones have been used for orchestrated audio re-
production before, with demonstrations largely falling into
two categories: (i) in interactive performance scenarios
where individual sounds are triggered by each user [8];
and (ii) for reproduction of channel-based spatial audio
mixes requiring very accurate synchronisation between
loudspeakers [5]. However, object-based broadcasting en-
ables a new way to create immersive experiences by us-
ing synchronised devices to reproduce different aspects
of a scene. This approach has performed well in percep-
tual tests; the listening experience achieved with small
loudspeakers in non-standard locations was shown to be
comparable to a surround sound system by Woodcock et
al. [11].

Web framework for audio device orchestration
An orchestrated immersive audio scene consists of individ-
ual audio assets synchronously played back from multiple
devices. The prototype system architecture for achieving
this is outlined in Figure 1. A single main device creates a
session: additional devices can join by entering a pairing
code and selecting a location zone. All devices maintain a
wall clock synchronised to a central server. Metadata de-
scribe timings and placement constraints for every object.
The main device runs the placement algorithm and assigns
objects to devices. Each device requests only the audio
objects assigned to it, and dynamically mixes them on the
device.

The web platform was selected for prototyping the expe-
rience because it is easily accessible to a wide audience.
WebSockets are used for asynchronous communication in-
cluding wall clock synchronisation. The Web Audio API is
used for rendering multiple synchronised audio streams. A
user interface template for pairing devices and controlling
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Figure 1: System diagram; one main and two auxiliary devices
request audio assets and metadata, synchronise to a server, and
exchange messages. The main device decides which audio
objects should be played by each device.

playback was written in JavaScript using the React frame-
work and can be customised for specific productions.
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Figure 2: A sequence metadata
file describes how objects should
be distributed to available devices,
and when each rendering item
should be played.

Devices exchange messages with a server to measure the
round trip time and determine their hardware clock’s off-
set and speed difference. Multiple clock synchronisation
libraries are available [6, 4]. The Cloud-Sync solution devel-
oped in the 2-IMMERSE project [7] was chosen because it
directly corresponds to the HbbTV2.0 timeline model and
offers a scalable server implementation. A synchronised
wall clock is used to derive media timelines for every indi-
vidually scheduled audio object. The service also provides
messaging between devices in a session and notifications
when a device joins or leaves.

The content metadata hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 2.
An object-based audio mix is exported from a digital au-
dio workstation (DAW) with a full-length mono audio file for
each object. Most objects are silent most of the time, so
the silence is removed and the objects are split into render-
ing items. An experience may transition between multiple
continuous sequences i.e., different parts or sections of the
content. Each is defined by a JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) metadata file describing the objects and placement
rules, and the start times and download locations for indi-
vidual rendering items. Long running rendering items are
delivered using Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH). The browser on each device downloads, plays,
and combines the rendering items for objects assigned to
it using the Web Audio API. Additional effects, such as dy-
namics compression, may be applied here. The metadata
hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 2.

The main device maintains a list of auxiliary devices in the
current session. It runs a placement algorithm to assign
a combination of object identifiers to each device when
a device joins, leaves, or changes location. The assign-
ments are distributed to all devices in the session through
a publish-subscribe message broker included in the Cloud-
Sync service. Each device only downloads the rendering
items for those objects currently assigned to it, shortly be-
fore they are played out.

A user interface template for starting sessions, connect-
ing devices, selecting their location, controlling the audio
playback, and transitioning between different content se-
quences was also created. This shows how the framework
can be integrated with React to build a responsive web ap-
plication. The template was customised and extended to
create the interface for a trial production, discussed in the
following section.



Demonstration
A trial production, the 13-minute audio drama The Vostok-
K Incident, motivated the development of the framework.
Its main story sequence consists of a stereo bed and 61
additional objects: character dialogue, musical elements,
ambient sound, and sound effects. The experience begins
with a 30-second loading loop, so users can connect their
devices without missing the beginning of the story.

Attendees may connect their own devices to augment the
stereo reproduction, and listen to a section of the drama.
The main screen shows connection instructions and trans-
port controls. Devices are paired using a six-digit code, and
a location is selected from a stylised map. The audio mix
adapts to the number and location of devices. Artwork re-
lated to the objects is shown on each device.

Figure 3: The Vostok-K Incident
was released on BBC Taster in
September 2018. The photographs
above show the user interface:
after pairing via a QR code or link
and numerical code, an
approximate location is selected
(top); then each device displays
artwork related to the audio objects
it has been assigned (bottom).

The object-based trial production [3] used regular radio
drama recording and sound design techniques, and was
initially mixed in stereo. A prototype production system con-
nected to the digital audio workstation (DAW) allowed the
producers to audition the effect of different loudspeaker lay-
outs and metadata rules during the immersive mix. For this
drama, six different rules were used to allocate objects to
devices. The rules covered:

• the location from which objects should be played (for
example, some objects might only be allowed into
loudspeakers in front of the listener);

• the type of loudspeakers from which objects should
be played (for example, some objects were only re-
produced if devices were connected whilst others
would fall back into the stereo bed); and

• the relationships between objects (for example, some
objects would only play if others were not playing,
and some objects precluded any others from being
played from the same device).

Evaluation and future work
The flexible framework for delivering immersive audio to
orchestrated devices created here could be extended in
multiple ways. It could integrate visual content, played back
on the Web or a smart TV; it could make use of Internet-
connected lights and similar devices for additional effects;
and it could allow for interactive exploration of non-linear
content.

The Vostok-K Incident was released on BBC Taster, BBC
R&D’s public-facing trial platform, and was accessed 3121
times. A questionnaire completed by 210 users indicated
that the experience was positive (four out of five stars) and
that the framework was successful (only 15% rated ‘the set
up’ as the worst thing about the experience). Interaction
logs for 2174 sessions were analysed further by Francombe
et al. [2]. Preliminary results show that about 65% of ses-
sions that reached the first minute of the main sequence
had at least one device connected, and that almost 20% of
those that listened to the whole piece connected three or
more devices.
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